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winwedge pro supports serial data capture from almost any
instrument available on the market. it is possible to write a device
driver for any serial instrument on the market, but is much more

convenient to load and install winwedge pro. winwedge pro includes a
set of command line utilities that you can use to communicate with
winwedge. these utilities allow you to control winwedge pro via a

command line and also allows you to send serial data to any serial
instrument. these utilities are very powerful tools that include the

ability to talk to winwedge using rs232, rs485, tcp/ip and serial port.
to send serial data to any instrument, just create a menu command to
open the utility. commands can also be sent to winwedge from within

an application. this is useful if you wish to send commands to
winwedge from within your own application. you could create a menu

command to open the utility, and program winwedge pro to send a
control command to your serial instruments. this is useful if you have

access to your serial instruments on a tcp/ip network or across
ethernet. winwedge pro allows you to simply collect data from any
meter, instrument, laboratory device or laboratory measurement
system. most serial instruments output a unique communication

format. unlike almost every other application available for windows,
winwedge pro can read and work with the data from practically any

serial instrument on the market, on any windows platform. it does this
by working directly with the device itself and not with the device

driver. it supports most of the most popular serial instruments on the
market.
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winwedge pro is designed to be the best solution for collecting data
from all kinds of laboratory instruments and devices. it has advanced

parsing and filtering capabilities for digital and analog signals.
winwedge pro can read data from a large variety of different types of
barcode scanners, rfid cards and sensors. it can even take data from

handheld devices like the palm pilot. winwedge pro has direct
memory access (dma) ports. this allows it to read or write data to
memory without waiting for the computer to go to sleep or for the
program to exit. this makes it great for collecting data from slow

serial devices, like a laboratory balance, like it can keep running while
the computer is in sleep mode. the professional edition allows you to
collect, filter and format data in your own or third party application

right from winwedge. the ability to collect, filter and format data that
is directly usable in your own or third party applications is something
that none of the other serial i/o tools can offer. the api also includes a
wide variety of functions for inputting data from a variety of devices.
for example, winwedge can work with the usb bus directly, with the

serial port on a mac, with a serial port on windows with an rs232 com
adapter, or with a serial port on a pc. one of the most useful tools is a

function called winwedge tracker. this allows you to categorize
incoming serial data. you can create up to five different custom

categories and create rules that define what type of data you want to
keep in each category. the names of the categories are not important.
the data is sent to only the category you have defined. you can then
use the formulas in the category text-parser to manipulate the data
and do things like save the data directly to a file and convert it to a

comma delimited text file. 5ec8ef588b
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